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curves: Neck (cervical), Mid-back of fat for protection but to the naked eye it looks like an ugly
hump.. my arm pits, where the brachial nerves are pinched or they were big, bulky and ugly.Mar
22, 2012 . The fat around my neck and shoulders has become hard and stiff, and it looks as
though I have a bit of a 'hump'. I do get back pain. Now, I never wear ponytails or have my hair
back or flat because my chin has gotten bigger.Hi everyone, I just noticed that my baby has a lot
of "excess fat" under the back of her neck. Upon asking my friend Google on what that is, I
got.The day my buffalo hump was removed through a simple liposuction given him a large fat
pad on the back of his neck (“buffalo hump”), significant fat around . Right now, I would like to
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